TrueSight Cloud Cost Control
Track, analyze, and control multi-cloud costs

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TrueSight Cloud Cost Control is a cost management solution that analyzes current and future costs and the utilization of multi-cloud infrastructure services, providing insight and control over capital and operating expenditures.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Organizations are adding public cloud infrastructure to their on-premises virtual and private cloud environments as part of their digital transformation. The shift to public cloud means the balance of IT capital and operational expenses is shifting, with operational expenses increasing. With buyers of public cloud services throughout the organization, it is challenging to govern cloud costs and utilization. IT and business owners are often surprised and unprepared for the large monthly or annual expenses.

BMC SOLUTION
With a single view of on-premises and public cloud infrastructure expenditures, TrueSight Cloud Cost Control allows you to track and analyze infrastructure costs and utilization, identify wasted spending, and forecast future costs. The ability to easily simulate migrations to AWS and Azure and compare on-premises and public cloud infrastructure costs allows applications to run on the most cost-efficient infrastructure.

KEY FEATURES
TrueSight Cloud Cost Control tracks and analyzes multi-cloud infrastructure costs.

- View a summary of monthly and annual on-premises and multi-cloud expenses
- Identify public cloud resources and cost with simulated on-premises to public cloud migration
- Categorize and view purchased cloud services and cost
- Get an application and service view of infrastructure resources and cost
- Obtain flexible, custom views for business and stakeholder needs

KEY BENEFITS
- Reduce infrastructure costs with visibility into expenditures and utilization
- Reveal and eliminate wasted infrastructure costs
- Control budgets with forecasts of on-premises and public cloud costs
- Increase resource utilization with simulated migrations and ongoing resource optimization
- Align cloud usage and costs with an IT business strategy

Get a summary view of all on-premises and public cloud infrastructure costs.
BMC delivers software solutions that help IT transform digital enterprises for the ultimate competitive business advantage. We have worked with thousands of leading companies to create and deliver powerful IT management services. From mainframe to cloud to mobile, we pair high-speed digital innovation with robust IT industrialization—allowing our customers to provide amazing user experiences with optimized IT performance, cost, compliance, and productivity. We believe that technology is the heart of every business, and that IT drives business to the digital age.

**PRODUCT DETAILS**

TrueSight Cloud Cost Control provides visibility and control over infrastructure costs. Regardless of whether infrastructure is on-premises or hosted by one or more public cloud providers, you can manage costs and control capital and operating expenses.

**Govern multi-cloud infrastructure costs:** With an aggregated view of all infrastructure costs, on-premises and public cloud services, you can stay in control of operating expenses and budgets. Automatically track costs daily and maintain a twelve-month forecast of upcoming costs based on current utilization and future resource needs. A view of normalized hours of compute resources can be used to track and compare on-premises and public cloud usage.

**View expenses by cloud service:** With a view of all public cloud services and associated costs, IT can review and analyze the type of cloud services purchased. A detailed view of each service provides insight into the resources using the service, costs, compute hours, and regions. Cloud service data is automatically updated and maintained.

**Control infrastructure operational expenses for business services:** Keep stakeholders informed of IT infrastructure costs with a view of resources and costs for each application or service. A summary view of infrastructure costs lets stakeholders and budget owners track the monthly and forecasted annual costs, ensuring operational budgets are adhered to. Optimize resources with recommendations based on ongoing usage analysis to control costs.

**Simulate migrations of on-premises resources to public cloud:** Eliminate costly surprises with automated migration simulation of compute resources. Recommendations for the type and size of the infrastructure service are provided, along with the associated costs. Compare on-premises and public cloud costs to determine the most economical placement.

**Explore multi-cloud and costs:** Flexible filtering based on tagging makes it easy to create custom views. Create views for IT and business stakeholders that can be provided on a routine basis. For example, track the top ten most expensive resources and identify unused resources, idle resources, or all costs and resources for a specific location. Views can be exported and shared as needed.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

To learn more about TrueSight Cloud Cost Control, please visit [bmc.com/cloudcost](http://bmc.com/cloudcost)

---

**BMC is a global leader in innovative software solutions that enable businesses to transform into digital enterprises for the ultimate competitive advantage.** Our Digital Enterprise Management solutions are designed to fast track digital business from mainframe to mobile to cloud and beyond.

**BMC – Bring IT to Life**

**BMC digital IT transforms 82 percent of the Fortune 500.**